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Five Hallmarks of a Boardroom Star
Common Pitfalls that Detract from Director Performance
Shifts in the Board/Management Relationship over the past 20 years – including “The Big Shift” nearly every board
now wants to make: From Reporting Out to Collaborative/ Oversight
Becoming a Boardroom Champion – what distinguishes Board Chairs and other Boardroom Leaders truly considered
to be “Stars”.
Four Director Performance Management Tools every Board Chair should know about – and How to Design Them for
Maximum Impact.
Making the Most of New Director Talent.

Beverly Behan, author of Becoming a Boardroom Star has worked with nearly 200 Boards of Directors around the globe
over the past 25 years, including Malaysia. 

In her work, Bev has interviewed thousands of board members worldwide and in confidence about the capabilities and
performance of their peers. They shared with her the factors that distinguished those directors genuinely held in the
highest esteem by their peers and by members of the company’s executive team. She also discovered some of the most
common pitfalls that detracted from director performance.  These insights became the basis for development of
Becoming a Boardroom Star, Bev’s new book, which debuted on Amazon September 30, 2021. 

This webcast will provide an overview of some of the most fascinating aspects of the book, including:
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Beverly Behan has the greatest job in the world. She’s had the privilege of working with Boards of Directors of the S&P1500 and listed companies
around the globe for the past 25 years – some of the smartest, nicest, most fascinating and most accomplished people in the world, who keep her
at the top of her game.  Her clients are typically boards that want to get to the top of their game – and stay there. To date, she’s worked with nearly
200 boards, ranging from recent IPOs to the Fortune 500 – from New York and Toronto to Bogota and Kuala Lumpur.

Beverly has interviewed thousands of directors in conducting board and director evaluations, dating back to 1996 when undertook the first director
peer review for a major North American bank. In 2001, she incorporated management input into board evaluations for a Fortune 500 publishing
company. In 2015, she conducted the first board and director evaluations for one of the largest conglomerates in Southeast Asia – overcoming the
concern that individual director evaluations couldn’t be effectively adapted to Asian business culture. Over the past decade, she’s worked with a
number of boards on the development of Board 2.0, an innovation to help boards optimize their composition and manage that transition effectively.
And in 2019, she worked with the board of a Fortune 100 company to create what became the New Director 360, an innovation in director
evaluations that has both an evaluative and developmental component. The insights she gained from this work, focusing on the effectiveness of
boards and of individual directors, has been the foundation for “Becoming a Boardroom Star”.

Beverly is the author of Great Companies Deserve Great Boards (Palgrave MacMillan, 2011) named Governance Book of the Year by Directors &
Boards magazine and ranked #1 for four weeks on the Globe & Mail business best seller list in Canada.  During the COVID-19 lockdowns in 2021,
Beverly authored “Board and Director Evaluations: Innovations for 21st Century Governance Committees” which debuted as the #1 New Release in
Corporate Governance on Amazon in August, 2021. Her latest book, Becoming a Boardroom Star should be available worldwide by mid-October,
2021 in Amazon Kindle, Paperback and AudioBook formats. A former partner at Mercer Delta in New York and Global Managing Director of the Hay
Group’s Board Effectiveness practice, Beverly started her own firm, Board Advisor, LLC, in New York in 2009. 
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